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EYFS activities 20/07/20 

Well, what a funny old year eh?! I just wanted to say what a pleasure it has been to teach your children this year. They are a wonderful 

class; full of energy, happiness and joy!  

I hope that you all have a wonderful summer and I will see you all in September. Do stop by for a catch up every now and then! 

Here are just a few activities relating to the story this week and should keep you going until the end of term on Wednesday.  

• Make a list of the rhyming words used in the story. Could you make a list of rhyming words, or write a story that rhymes too? 

• Write a diary entry from a dragon who goes to dragon school. What did he / she learn today? 

• Imagine that you are the teacher at the dragon school. Plan a lesson to show what you want the pupils to learn. 

• Write a school report for Zog. 

• Write a set of instructions to teach a young dragon how to fly like Zog. 

• Retell the story from the little girl's point of view. 

• Look at the different animals and plants shown in the illustration. How many can you identify? 

• The little girl helps Zog at different points in the story. Can you learn some first aid? Could you make a poster to teach first aid skills to other 

people? 

• Can you find out the different items that people keep in a first aid kit? What do each of these things do? 

• Make a poster to teach the dragons (or people) about fire safety. 

• Make a model of Zog (or another dragon) using craft materials. 

• Can you build a castle to protect a princess from the dragons? 

• Princess Pearl doesn't like silly frilly dresses. Can you design some new clothes that she might like? 

• Look at the different dragons in the illustrations. Can you draw / paint some more? 


